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Choral counting is basically exactly what it seems. As a class, everyone counts out loud together in unison. This is what many Primary teachers do all the time. I would argue that this is underutilized, but very important ordinary intermediate teachers can use. In her book Number Sense Routines, Jessica Shumway offers a choral counting of how great a strategy teachers can use
to develop their students' counting abilities and the overall meaning of numbers. In this routine, students hear conversational numbers in their stable order. One of the many reasons they love this routine is because it is inclusive and students all feel supported because they are not put in place if they do not know the numbers. Normally, I would like to do choral counting with
students when we are learning a new way of counting (e.g. at 2, 3, 25) When launching a new account it is important to have a sequence of numbers visually available to your students either on the numerical line or in the grid (see the photos below). These visual views not only help students learn to read/write numbers, but also provide a great discussion after that. The teacher
may ask, What patterns do you see? Depending on the abilities of your students there are many items that you could try including: back and forth on 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 25, 100's 200's, 250's Starting with random numbers for one (e.g. start with 7 and count on 5's) counting on fractions (e.g. halves, halves, halves, halves, halves, Counting by minutes (e.g., 1:05, 1:10, 1:15) In addition,
students develop their learning competences through: communicating their thinkingsharing and reflecting with classmates, respecting the prediction and analysis of the models involved For the beginning, important to share their learning with students (learning for example, today we will count back on 2 starting at 98). Next I ask students to take some time thinking and try to predict
the first three numbers I'm going to write down and give me a thumbs up when they know. If after a few seconds you don't see a lot of thumbs up, you can have a couple of students and share some ideas. After that, I remind the students to stay with the marker. Because the class is considered in unison, the teacher will write down the numbers on the board or on the paper chart.
Part of the way through this is it is important to pause. I ask students to take a few minutes to see what they notice and then have them share this with a friend. I ask: Will what you notice help you predict the next three numbers? I ask students to share their reasoning. Then we keep counting. After counting, students are asked to look at the chart numbers - What patterns have you
noticed? Using Colored markers I write down each pattern noticed. I Am I impressed with the models and relationships students see. Working with early Primary students who are still developing their one-on-one correspondence, I recommend giving students a pipe cleaner with the amount of beads you're counting on so they can practice moving one bead every time a number is
called. This kineevetic movement will support the understanding of one-on-one correspondence. Similarly, rekenrek can be used to count at 2, 5 and 10. Design Education Teacher (tedd.org/about/TEDD.org) - Created by the University of Washington is designed to support teachers you have to sign up to access this free site full of amazing resources. In the Mathematics Content
Area, you'll find references to the choral counting routine. In the first part, the introduction, you will find everything you need to get you started, such as videos from different classes, and teacher information sheets. In the second part of the planning section, you'll find templates and suggestions. Part three, Take, provides key resources that you can use and Part 4, provides
valuable reflection tips. Kristen Gray, author of the mathminds website, and a math teacher at Delware, has created several outstanding videos showing what choral counting looks like at different levels of the class. Here's another video Kristen recommends third grade class. A book of professional development designed for PreK-5 teachers, math managers and administrators to
help them understand and implement two class counting activities; the purpose of the events is to deepen the sense of student numbers, increase their flexibility with numbers and bring joy to the work of mathematics. Choral counting falls into the heart of what we want for our mathematical communities. This activity creates a space for all students to notice, wonder, and pursue
interesting ideas. Students and teachers together wonder about models, and why and how numbers change or remain the same. (Franke, Kindle Places1526-1528) I wonder what can be extracted from the use of a numerical line or ten frames to shed more light on the model naturally found from members of the choir. Starting with 6 and counting on 5s, we counted. Students
started adding because... to what they noticed. #Awesome choral counting is an invitation; It allows each student to generate important mathematical ideas and for teachers to be curious about the thinking of their students. (Franke, Kindle Location 2057) One of the students said: To go from one row to the next row, you add 30, because 6×5 is 30. It's a pattern that repeats itself.
Using the number line shows that there are 6 transitions of 5 or a distance of 30 to move from 6 to 36. The next comment was: Every term diagonally From the top left to the bottom right corner increases by 35, because the 7×5 is 35. Another pattern that Again, the number line shows 7 hops 5 from 6 to 41, 11 to 46, 41 to 76, and so on. Awesome that one I notice... that includes
because it inspires extras. Promoting meaningful mathematical discourse invites students to develop and share important mathematical ideas. What tools are within the reach of students as their account and understanding deepens? What can we get when we are both authors and illustrate mathematical understanding? Cross-post by the author and illustrate the understanding As
a community, we focus on high-quality instruction that leads to deep understanding. Teachers of our youngest students take measures to develop young, strong mathematicians. Together we study choral counting and counting collections: Transforming the PreK-5 Mathematics Class to deepen and strengthen our understanding of early counting and teaching. Counting is an active
part of early study of mathematics. Young children are constantly counting how they make sense of their world. (Franke, Kindle Places 490-491) For our second session together, we turned our attention to choral counting and what we learn when we listen to the diverse thinking of the students in the room. As you can see from the tweets below, our teachers are working with our
young students to reaffirm a sense of belonging, reinforcing our culture to be seen, known and heard by teachers and peers. Choral counting falls into the heart of what we want for our mathematical communities. This activity creates a space for all students to notice, wonder, and pursue interesting ideas. Students and teachers together wonder about models, and why and how
numbers change or remain the same. (Franke, Kindle Places1526-1528) In addition to a deeper work with choral counting, we continue to give young students the opportunity to count, record and think. Learning about counting and cardinality are great ideas in the early classes. The presence of a collection of items invites children to count to find the total number of objects. As
children count, they come to understand the relationship between numbers and quantities and connect counting to cardinality. (Franke, Kindle Places 501-503) How to strengthen and deepen understanding, confidence and effectiveness? Who do we help when students persevere, show their work, and . . . How can students become self-correct, self-reliant and independent?
#TrinityLearns Franke, Megan L. Choral Counting and Counting Collections: Transforming preK-5 Mathematics Class. Stenhouse. Kindle Edition. In creating a case for a timely, purposeful, progressive PD, Brian Curtin writes Want to Maximize Professional Development Opportunities? Provide specific content that meets the most pressing needs of teachers when they that's what
they need most. To ensure relevance, teachers should be able to use new new they got right away. As a community, we focus on high-quality instruction that leads to deep understanding.  Teachers of our youngest students take measures to develop young, strong mathematicians.  Together we study choral counting and counting collections: Transforming the PreK-5 Mathematics
Class to deepen and strengthen our understanding of early counting and teaching. Prior to our first meeting on February 4, 2019, 16 teachers and administrators pledged to study together, studying the first chapter of the choral collection of counting and counting.  The plan of the meeting on February 4 is shown at the end of this post and includes time to discuss what we read as
well as practice together. We started with this collection. And end up with this: How could we foresee the way students would show their thinking and record their work? Were the teachers able to use the new ideas they received at once? The authors of Choral Counting and Counting Collections: Transforming the PreK-5 Mathematics Class tell us: These activities help us accept
our commitment to fairness. We know that a sense of belonging and investment, to be seen, known and heard by teachers and classmates, is fundamental to the creation of schools where children and families feel welcome and where they thrive. Since these actions are at the forefront of student sense making and cultivating joy to perform mathematics, they can be powerful tools
for teachers to resist the narrow views that few can identify with math or that math is disconnected from the home lives of students, their communities, and their own interests. We are motivated and driven to learn more, so we continue to serve our young students in the spirit of our mission and vision: Trinity School creates a community of students in a diverse and distinctly
elementary environment in which each child develops knowledge, skills and character to reach their unique potential as a responsible, productive and compassionate member of the School and a larger community. Celebrating the present and preparing our students for the future in the nurturing and caring educational environment, we: Cherish Childhood Deepen Students
Educational Experience Empowering Students in Their Learning to Build an Academic Foundation to Develop the Character Foundation Exhibition Continuation of Curiosity, Creativity, and Trust Curtin, Brian. Creating a case for a timely, focused, progressive PD. Education Week Teacher, Education Week, February 19, 2019, www.edweek.org/tm/articles/2017/12/06/making-a-
case-for-timely-purposeful-progressive.html. Franke, Megan L., et al. Choral Counting and Counting Collections: Transforming preK-5 Mathematics Class. Stenhouse Publishers, 2018. 2018. choral counting and counting collections pdf. choral counting and counting collections book
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